The twelve days in the original song starts on Christmas Day or, in some traditions, the day after Christmas. The origin and the meaning is unknown but they suspect it is from a child's memory and forfeit game (whatever that is?).

**Bubba and Skeeter’s Twelve Days of Christmas**

On the 1st day of Christmas my manager gave to me - A 50 count key chain for my belt that holds up my jeans.

On the 2nd day of Christmas my manager gave me - 2 new 5 gallon buckets for my tools and parts to carry with me.

On the 3rd of day of Christmas my manager gave to me - Another channel lock set for my back pocket since I've lost the other three.

On the 4th of day of Christmas my manager gave to me - Year old work requests to explain why they still be.

On the 5th of day of Christmas my manager gave to me - 5 sets of suspenders for my rear cleavage remediation.

On the 6th of day of Christmas my manager gave to me - 6 roof leaks that need a fixing.

On the 7th of day of Christmas my manager gave to me - 7 toilets not a flushing.

On the 8th of day of Christmas my manager gave to me - 8 department heads wanting to yell at me.

On the 9th of day of Christmas my manager gave to me - 9 cold offices needing heat immediately.

On the 10th of day of Christmas my manager gave to me - 10 inches of snow to shovel, I'm going to freeze!

On the 11th of day of Christmas my manager gave to me - 11 more light bulbs a blinking continuously.

On the 12th of day of Christmas my manager gave to me - 12 more emails to answer along with the other 103.